MINUTES OF THE MEETING
The Rawalpindi Chamber of Commerce & Industry
RCCI Standing Committee Meeting on
C.S.R
Venue: RCCI conference room
Date:19th march, 2015
Chairman: Abdul Majeed Amjad
Minutes Recorded by: Umer Zia

Time: 03:00 pm
Vice Chairman:

Points Of Discussion
No
The meeting was formally started with the recitation of Holy Quran by Mr .Badar Haroon
1. Chairman Mr. Majeed Amjad Appraise and introduced the Chief guest Dr.Abdul Qayum
Awan, He is the first one to Introduce cardiology Instrument in Rawalpindi.
Mr .Amjad rasie the point that we need to focus more on C.S.R improvements and its
promotion and
Two points are very important
1. Building a Hospital in Rawalpindi with the help of RCC&I on the pattern of Shalimar
Hospital Lahore.
2. We should conduct All Pakistan C.S.R meeting in RCCI.

Mr. Majeed informs the committee Every Corporation is now bound to spend certain
amount of profit in C.S.R.
Mr. Majeed further told the house that we should invite our other members such FFC in
next C.S.R meeting, because of personnel from FFC aggress for the donation in Hospital.
2. Mr.Mian Humayun Pervez S.V.P RCCI suggested that in future, meetings should be called formally to
have maximum attendance of members. And I appreciate the Dr.Awan for his achievements and efforts
for the cause.

Mr. S.V.P further said that we need to select the topics in C.S.R such as political responsibility etc and I
request to the committee to take this responsibility to work on Political responsibility and educate us in
the next meeting. If we try even 10 to 15% of this than we can consider this our success.

3.

Sheikh Hafeez: I think C.S.R is very important but we still didn’t get results on a mass
level but there are some examples of C.S.R like Service shoes,Malik Riaz also helping in
building a hospital in bahria town as C.S.R. And we will always be here to help Dr.Awan
in his efforts.

4.

Mr.majeed informed that government of Pakistan selected me as chief coordinator in the social cause’s
matters he continued and said that we should promote book reading in our society especially in younger

people, because it’s a saying that BOOKS LEADS to PEACE, it is very important for our younger
generation.

5.

Mr. Architect Specialized in Hospital Designing. He said that he’ll be glad to help in
such cause and will be glad to work with RCCI. His company name is Abassi Associates.

6.

Mr.Badar Haroon appreciated the punctuality of meeting and said that we should have
always agenda of meetings next time on which we can easily continue our discussion for
C.S.R; I appreciate the efforts of everyone for their attendance in the meeting. I request
to the committee to take on board several other companies to improve our efforts he
said that he is gladly endorse the Hospital project.

7.

Nosherwan: C.S.R is an important element; we should also build trust to perform such
acts.We have several suggestions regarding building the Hospital and need to improve it
with the Passage of time.

8.

Naqash: I Appreciate the hospital Project

9.

Rizwan: I am working as traffic warden.
I think Education is also a key issue in a society and Career counseling is also badly
needed in our society which supports the purpose of education.
He said that Everyone should volunteer to educate the needy.
He offered himself to do a session on traffic education in RCCI.

10

Mr.Saleem from Cargo: Our Basic job is custom clearing; we are also available to cooperate with eye
diseases with RCCI.

11

Dr.Qayum Awan: Explain his experience and also enlighten the members about the heart diseases and
its causes especially in young people.
Dr.Awan prescribed that we need to do exercise & walk to overcome the heart disease and should try to
decrease the smoking habits. He Introduced the motto (Reach to unreachable people).
Dr.Awan Requested to the President to make him honoree Member of RCCI.
Dr.Awan said that we need to make credibility first, and then people will develop their trust on us that’s
how we can able to raise funds for our cause.
Dr.Awan pointed out that Thalassemia is also a very dangerous disease in our society; and Before
nikkah (marriage) blood test for Thalassemia must compulsory we are also making our efforts to pass a

bill to create this law.
Dr. Awan suggested educating maximum number of people on emergency medical training. If there is a
genuine deserving person needed the help regarding heart treatment then PANNAH is ready to help that
person.

12

Najam rehman: I appreciate the Dr.Awan & Mr.Majeed for their efforts.

13

President RCC&I said that C.S.R committee is necessary to promote and improve the social
community. Firstly we should start hospital and improve the emergency services in Rawalpindi based
hospitals
Mr. President replied to the request of Dr.Awan about Honoree membership he said that it is not
possible because of RCCI SOPs.

14

Mr.Majeed: Thanks everyone.

15

At the end, Vice Chairman thanked all the participants of standing committee and meeting was adjourned
with the vote of thanks.
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